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Customer Feature (6)

The empty LIB option is only available for non PLL patients now.
[RENO-17484, CLONE (4.9.9) - As a user, I don't want to empty the LIB of a PLL patient, 4.11.1 RC1 (#19576)]

In dynamic reports stop date can now be selected to be included in reports and sorting order by "Bruk" has been corrected.
[RENO-17478, CLONE (4.12) - As a user, I want to include stop date on the Fylkesmann report, 4.11.1 RC1 (#19576)]

[RENO-17446, Green frame shown on external items in samstemming when there is no matching local item, 4.11.1 RC1 
(#19576)]

[RENO-17400, As a doctor, I want to recall an eresept when accepting a renewal to Reg, 4.11.1 RC1 (#19576)]

[RENO-17342, As a non-doctor user in a PLO installation, I should not be able to suggest recall of an eRp, 4.11.1 RC1 
(#19576)]

[RENO-16675, Re-implement matching algorithm for discharge samstemming to be as specified in RFC#12, 4.11.1 RC1 
(#19576)]

 

Feature (1)

When a call from EPJ to the EPJ API web service fails because of an internal error, FM will now return proper error 
information, rather than just a cryptic HTTP 500 error.
[RENO-17438, As an EPJ system, I want to receive proper error information when an EPJ API web service call fails, 4.11.1 
RC1 (#19576)]

 

Customer Defect (17)

[RENO-17368, Prescription sent out with "Enhet" as "Ingen" in the "DosVeiledEnkel" in the M1 message, 4.11.1 RC1 
(#19576)]

[RENO-17389, PLL item shown in samstemming in section Resepter i RF uten tilknytning til PLL, 4.11.1 RC1 (#19576)]

[RENO-17405, Wrong Type sent for a prescription in M25.1, 4.11.1 RC1 (#19576)]

[RENO-17411, CLONE (4.9.8) - Items shown in AF with RF status "NotInRF" and "Kilde" "Ukjent", 4.11.1 RC1 (#19576)]

When importing a treatment that has previously been removed by whole LIB operation, the import should now work properly 
by undoing the removed and link the imported prescription as head of history chain.
[RENO-17412, CLONE (4.9.8) - Feil med PLL, 4.11.1 RC1 (#19576)]

[RENO-17413, CLONE (4.9.8) - Error when importing an item that is outdated in local FEST, 4.11.1 RC1 (#19576)]
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Fixed when a local e-resept has been recalled and renewed to a registration in another installation and the new external 
registration was shown as "recalled" in very first samstemming after receiving recall information (m7).
[RENO-17457, When an eRp is renewed with change and changed into Reg externally, the Reg is shown with RF status 
recalled in samstemming. , 4.11.1 RC1 (#19576)]

Automatic stop from PLL now propagates better to items sharing LibIds in FM. 
Specifically for a registration, if an unhandled renewal is stopped externally, both the renewed item in AF (andre 
forskrivninger) and on LIB (the locally active one) are updated with stop date from PLL appropriately.
[RENO-17462, Not possible to change a Reg for a nurse in PLO, 4.11.1 RC1 (#19576)]

When the latest PLL is from Pharmacy (M252) and contains a renewed version of an item that is in AF grid locally, the newer 
item is linked automatically over the local one, exactly like it came in on a PLL from RF (M251).
[RENO-17480, CLONE (4.9.9) - Items from M25.2 shown as unmatched eRp in samstemming, but after "replace LIB", they 
are shown as "renewal to Reg" in LIB/AF, 4.11.1 RC1 (#19576)]

Loose prescriptions that come in later in a PLL as stopped and Not-In-RF are now stopped locally to avoid blocking the 
sending of the next PLL.
[RENO-17481, CLONE (4.9.9) - Stopped PLL item that is no longer in RF shown in AF as not stopped, 4.11.1 RC1 (#19576)]

Fixed when removing lib for items that have been renewed externally (in another installation). The FM no longer shows a top 
text pointing out a shared treatment when the local treatment has been marked as deleted (as is done in remove LIB 
operation).
[RENO-17482, CLONE (4.9.9) - Error when removing local LIB, 4.11.1 RC1 (#19576)]

External items in "samstemming" that are shown as stopped by end of dosing, but without an actual treatment stop date can 
now be recalled.
[RENO-17483, CLONE (4.9.9) - Missing recall option in samstemming for a stopped "ekspederbar" PLL item, 4.11.1 RC1 
(#19576)]

Requiring "Forskriver" in the prescription view should now be according to specifications.
[RENO-17532, Not required to add forskriver as a nurse in PLO when creating Reg, 4.11.1 RC2 (#19594)]

Rejecting recall drafts for installations that do not need accepting drafts should no longer throw an error.
[RENO-17543, Error when doctor selects to accept a recall draft from a nurse for an external item in samstemming, 4.11.1 
RC3 (#19643)]

Fixed an issue in samstemming where the LIB header was sometimes shown in the incorrect place
[RENO-17554, The column headers in samstemming sometimes "moves"when using the "remove local LIB" function, 4.11.1 
RC3 (#19643)]

If a user renews an "ekspederbar" item to a registration then undoing the pending recall item that can show up in AF grid 
yields the same results as undoing the renewed registration.
[RENO-17564, Undo of recall when renewing eRp to Reg does not restore the eRp in LIB, 4.11.1 RC3 (#19643)]

making sure canUndo is set to false for head of chain prescriptions when we send an M5 for the previous prescription in the 
chain
[RENO-17567, Undo-button available after M5 is sent, 4.11.1 RC3 (#19643)]

 

Defect (2)

When a recall draft is created and the FM is configured to not require drafts approvals an M5 is set as pending on signing 
queue.
[RENO-17503, M5s do not show on queue when creating draft recalls in installation that does not require drafts to be 
accepted, 4.11.1 RC2 (#19594)]

Adding a green frame to items when local item is updated using "Replace local LIB with PLL" 
[RENO-17566, Green frame not shown when local item is updated using "Replace local LIB with PLL", 4.11.1 RC3 (#19643)]
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